
OIL TAP WITH CUT OUT SWITCH 

How the Oil Tap with Cut Out Switch Works 

 When the Oil Tap is in the 'off' position preventing oil flow, the small spring loaded plunger fitted under 
the tap handle makes contact with the brass crescent set flush into the top of the nylon body. As a result, 
the Switch is closed so the magneto will be shorted to earth and it will not be possible to start the engine. 

 

When the Oil Tap is in the 'on' position, the plunger moves off the brass crescent and onto the nylon body. 
This opens the Switch and allows the magneto to perform so that the engine can be started. Note that the 
shape of the crescent ensures that even with the Oil Tap in mid position, the Switch remains closed and 
the magneto is still shorted out. The engine cannot be started until the Oil Tap is in the fully open position 
resulting in a completely clear path for the oil to flow through the Oil Tap. 

The main body of the Switch is made of nylon, the switch terminals made of brass and steel. One side of the Switch is fitted with 
a bolt, washers, ring terminal and nut for connection to the cut out terminal on the magneto (wire not supplied). The other side 
of the Switch is the body of the Tap itself. It is not normally necessary to fit a wire for this side of the Switch as the necessary 
connection to earth is achieved automatically when the Oil Tap with Cut Out Switch is screwed into either the oil tank or the 
engine crankcase as required, both of which are already earthed. 

 
However, if the oil tank is rubber mounted or if the Oil Tap with Cut Out Switch is fitted to rubber oil pipe 
on both sides, the necessary earth connection can be easily achieved by fitting a wire under the grub screw 
as shown here and connecting the other end to a good earth connection on the frame or the engine. 
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Should it be necessary to dismantle the Oil Tap with Cut Out Switch, be 
careful when removing the handle - there are two springs underneath. Take 
care not to lose the plunger and very small spring housed in the tap handle! 
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